Mitey Mate Jr. (1685S) hand-held expander comes with 3 inch tooling!
(1 ½”-3” tooling included, 4” with additional tooling)

**Versatile:** Ideal for making flares, ball joints, and slip connections under the vehicle or on the bench.

**Powerful:** With 17,000 pounds of force, it delivers both the power and the accuracy you demand.

**Lightweight:** Only 7 pounds, (with its high-impact pistol grip, removable arbor tips and simple-to-setup bulls-eye sizing adjustments). All three pieces together weigh only 34 pounds.

**Compact:** The handy storage unit holds the expander, now four segment sets and one of the two detachable arbor tips, is 9” high by 10½” square. The power pedal is 8” high, 10” long and 5” wide, and fits under the storage unit.